
How to Avoid the
Copyright Police

An overview of sample licensing to help you dodge
the copyright police…
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Are you sampling dirty?

…

Never mind, don’t answer that…

This guide will give you an overview of copyright law and sample licensing.

Before using any sample, you should consider its terms of use.

These terms will depend on where the sample comes from, and who the
copyright belongs to.

There are two categories to consider:

1. The right to use a sample (usage terms)
2. The fees associated with its use (publishing terms)

Let’s take a deeper look at each category.

Usage Terms

Copyrighted. Copyright protected materials prevent you from using them
in any way. If you sample material that is copyright protected, and release it
publicly, you could face legal penalties, especially if you profit from the
work.

Master Clearance Guaranteed. Samples with this license guarantee that
you will avoid copyright issues when you’re ready to release the song with
a major record label.

Attribution Required. This license grants permission to use the work, but
requires that you attribute the source of the sample in any published work.

Non-Commercial Use. This license allows you to use the material for
non-commercial purposes. If you produce music with samples that have a
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non-commercial license, then you wouldn’t be able to sell it or monetize it in
any way.

Non-Derivative Use. This license only allows the material to be used as-is,
and prevents it from being sampled. You should avoid sampling material
with this license if you plan to release the work.

Publishing Terms

Royalties. Publishing fees apply based on the conditions of publication
(i.e., distribution channels, record labels, revenue, etc.). These terms are
determined beforehand or during negotiations with the rights holder.

Royalty Free. You can use royalty free samples in your beat without paying
any fees. Royalty free licenses usually include usage terms that prevent
you from re-reusing the material as-is, without altering it in some way.

How to dodge the copyright police

If you plan to publish your work publicly, then you need to consider which
license you use.

The easiest way to avoid trouble is to use royalty-free samples. (Check out
this link for a discount on a massive bundle of royalty-free samples.)

The next best option is to use samples with guaranteed clearance. At the
very least, this ensures you won’t be sued for your usage.

If you’re a complete renegade and insist on using copyrighted materials,
just be aware of the platform on which you’re publishing. You won’t face too
many issues on platforms like SoundCloud or YouTube. But some
e-commerce platforms have started to restrict merchants from selling beats
that use copyrighted materials.
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If you’re not sure about the legalities of a particular sample, try contacting
the rights holder. Alternatively, consult a copyright lawyer for help
negotiating the terms of your samples.

Good luck!
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